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Gloria Patri
Yoojin Muhn (b. 1983)

Laudate Jehovam, omnes gentes
Georg Philipp Telemann (1681-1767)
Siryung Park, violin
Kyung Woo Kwon, violin
Shannon Lockwood, cello
Elliott Smith, organ

Pilgrims' Hymn
Stephen Paulus (b. 1949)
Yoojin Muhn, conductor

The Water is Wide
Traditional
Joe Moeller, baritone
arr. Stephen Paulus

(continued on back)
Dear Sarah James Syler (b. 1961) Dear Sarah James Syler (b. 1961)

performed without pause performed without pause

FROM Five Hebrew Love Songs FROM Five Hebrew Love Songs
II. Kalá Kalá II. Kalá Kalá


Siryung Park, violin
Kyung Woo Kwon, violin
Leah Reiter, viola
Shannon Lockwood cello
Bert Pinsonneault, percussion

Brandon Dean, conductor Brandon Dean, conductor

Chamber Singers

Chamber Singers

Soprano
Glenda Crawford
Patricia Driscoll
Sarah Grogan
Julie Kavanagh
Hanqing Kong
Hannaking Kong
Hanna Wo

Alto
Yoomee, Baek
Emily Janowiecki
Yoolim Lee
Miaomi Mu
Morgan Noon
Eunji Park
Laura Torres
Su Jeung Yoo

Tenor
Giovanni Bonaventura
Edward Choi
Jonathon Dandrow
Brandon Dean
Joe DeBenedetto
Ben Durocher
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Antoine Lopez
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Gerg Tate
Joshua Toney
Kyle Werner

Bass
Jung Jin Baek
Nick Barta
TR Beery
Ryan Breslin
Danny Clay
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Seojin Kang
Vicor Kovacs Jr.
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Bryan Percoco
Matthew Perez
Dan Sato
William Schulze
Mark Teschauer
Tim Unger
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